CFL™
The American Academy for Certified
Financial Litigators (AACFL), a New
York based organization for
prominent attorneys who work with
high net worth individuals.
Why Hire a CFL™?

What is a CFL™?

Whether your case is a divorce, a
shareholder dispute, a damages claim, or
other type of litigation, chances are that a
significant part of your litigation relates to
money. Surprisingly, lawyers are not required
to be trained in these areas of finance.
CFLs™ receive unique training in financial
areas that could make a significant
difference in both the outcome of your
case and in the efficiency with which it is
handled.

The AACFL provides its member firms with
customized training in the financial aspects of
litigation including accounting, taxation,
investments, valuation, forensics, and
compensation. The CFL™ is a designation
awarded by the organization to select
practitioners who have received this high
level of training and passed the CFL™
examination.

To be CFL™ certified you have to pass an
examination in this area. While other
certifications are not an absolute assurance
of quality or integrity, the CFL™ requires
completing the training program and
receiving a passing grade on the exam.

The AACFL is an educational institution
dedicated to enhancing the legal profession
through advanced financial education. Our
mission is to provide innovative financial
training programs designed to increase the
financial knowledge of attorneys dealing with
financial issues in their practice.

What makes the CFL™ unique is that these
attorneys have had their financial
knowledge tested by an independent
organization. Lawyers who are AACFL
members and CFL™ certified have shown a
commitment to excellence in the financial
aspects of family law.

AACFL Headquarters
285 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017

About the AACFL

Our training programs have been designed
through collaboration with leaders in a wide
variety of fields, bringing our members a
wealth of practical experience. Our
collaboration includes attorneys, experts
qualified by the Courts, CPAs, CFAs, MBAs,
investment experts, compensation experts,
valuation experts, forensic accounting
experts, and university educators.
800.809.1999
info@aacfl.org

